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	[image: ]BDS institute of Management has been seeded in 1996 under the aegis of DKS Shiksha Prasar Samiti,
                                  a non-profit educational society, dedicated to institution building and transformationwith a quest for exploring the development pattern of competitive and effectiveprofessionals.
                                  It has flowered into an innovative and creativeinstitution committed to student centric quality education.
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		[image: ]			[image: ]Globalization has indeed arrived on the wings of science and 

                                              technology and is here to

                                              stay. India , being unshackled from regulation and dogmatism, has umpteen opportunities 

                                              before it . The paradigm shift became inesacpably imperative by 
                                              the sweeping changes across the.....
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		 Message
		[image: ]			[image: ]The prime focus of BDS Institute of 
                                              Management is to impart a high level of management teaching 
                                              with a live industry interface.
The mission is to ensure that each young manager is capable of maintaining
                                              and adequate level of professionalism in
                                              .......
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			Director Message
		[image: ]			[image: ]                                              Its gives me a sense of pride and immense pleaseure to be a  part of 18 year ol Group of Institutuions in Western U.P. It enable students to  face challenges of dynamic economic world with skills and wisdom.                                              BDS Group of Institutions has faciliated the society and  given its best in the fields of primary, secoundary, 
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